
CATEGORY KILLERS RETAIL

The phrase "category killer" has been used a lot in retail and has two basic meanings. The first refers to a retail store.
The second refers to a product in that store.

For mass-market retailers that can see this trend coming and react quickly enough, this upheaval is survivable.
The success of Apple's high-design, high-touch emporiums is causing retailers to examine how a showroom
concept could work in their own categories. Both service and convenience will be key elements of this
strategy. Unique Assortments. Category Killers and Competition While Toys R Us was founded in , the
heyday of category killers was during the s and s. The change in shopping habits will only speed up as the
younger generation becomes a dominant force in retail shopping. The situation with category killers is a
preview of coming attractions in the retail industry. We believe that if retailers observe a serious negative
trend in GMROI over time in a category, they are obliged to correlate it with category sales on the Internet. In
fact, many have taken to calling all tablets iPads. Hence stores have much to offer in these product categories.
Customers can easily use the showroom as a place to receive expert advice, then turn around and buy what
they need from another, less costly source. Category killers can develop expertise in services that could be
deployed from their retail locations. Instead, Best Buy is working fiercely to reinvent itself: its comparable
store sales have barely kept up with inflation since , and space devoted to its vast collection of music,
computers, and televisions is becoming increasingly unproductive. In most cases, these stores will also need to
be equipped with people and technology that can help shoppers with the difficult shopping decisions that they
face for instance, technology compatibility issues or nutrition questions. This type of store generally offers an
extensive selection of merchandise at prices so low that smaller stores cannot compete. The electronics, toys,
and baby products categories, for example, already have near 20 percent online market share. While it could
be a single store, this is not common. The most obvious victims so far of this shift are music, video, and book
retailersâ€”these categories are virtually nonexistent outside the Internet channel. This can especially be the
case if they are mismanaged or fail to keep up with the times. Toys R Us, which pioneered the concept and
filed for bankruptcy in September , is an example. One strategic option is to maintain the status quo with the
assumption that the customer base will not move online. This strategy is based on the belief that price and
convenience are the only things that matter to your customers and that they will not migrate to the web for
your category of goods for example ALDI and Dollar General. If televisions became unprofitable, could Best
Buy stop selling them and still be an electronics store? For retailers that can react quickly enough, this
upheaval is survivable. What strategies can retailers implement given the increasing lack of productivity of
their retail space? Walmart is the best example of this type of store. In the early s, e-commerce was seen as a
threat to entire store formats such as grocery, music, and toy stores. And Toys "R" Us recently announced that
it will add significant amounts of unique merchandise to its assortment for this holiday shopping season. Go
Nimble. Retailers can also decide to become quasi real-estate companies that manage the overall
merchandising look and feel of the spaces they rent. Advantages The advantage of a category killer is that its
selection and prices typically overpower the smaller stores. Where could it find the items or services to
subsidize this important part of its offer? Eliminating diapers from a grocery's offerings would make their
baby sections unappealing to parents with young childrenâ€”an attractive clientele. The final question that all
retailers must contend with is whether these trends are material to their business.


